FURNITURE SOLUTIONS FOR HEALING SPACES

HEALTHCARE
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HEATHCARE
FURNITURE SOLUTIONS

DYNAMIC
DESIGN
SUPPORTS
VERSATILITY.

SELECT FURNITURE SOLUTIONS THAT SUPPORT A WIDE ARRAY OF EVOLVING PREFERENCES.
Healthcare environments need to accommodate a multitude of human interactions that take place within the space, daily.
By designing welcome and waiting spaces that are people-centric with furniture that supports physical, emotional, and social
preferences, a facility can provide a holistic space that supports the body, mind, and spirit.
Welcoming spaces experience a wide array of moments that take place within healthcare environments. Furniture used within
these spaces should be versatile, comfortable, and provide options for privacy and open interactions. Highback seating vignettes
provide a place for those who want to engage in a private conversation, someone who wants to be alone to reflect, or enjoy a meal.
By providing access to power within tables and seating, guests are able to work and stay connected, turning the act of waiting into
a time of productivity.

WELI™ SEATING
WELI™ TABLES

“The constant evolution of the healthcare industry provides an opportunity for facilities to create places where employees want
to work and where patients feel nurtured and supported.” Jane M. Rohde - AIA, FIIDA, ASID, ACHA, CHID, LEED AP BD+C, GGA-EB,
Principal of JSR Associates
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WELCOMING+WAITING

36

CAFÉ+DINING

Welcome and comfort visitors and guests with
furnishings that embody healing, wellness, and recovery.
Accommodate the diverse needs of people throughout
a facility with solutions that are durable and sustainable while
calling to mind the warmth of home.

Cafés and dining areas offer a place to gather and nourish
our bodies while promoting a different fundamental
aspect of wellness. Whether grabbing a quick cup of
coffee or sitting for a full meal, a diverse collection
of dining furnishings creates a multi-use space equipped
to serve patients, visitors, and hospital staff.
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ADMIN AREAS+
PRIVATE OFFICES

SENIOR LIVING

Caring continues behind the scenes where a multitude
of functional, stylish furnishings are ready to serve
the activities and desired aesthetics of administrative
areas and offices. Gather in comfort with furnishings
that are optimized to promote collaboration while
respecting the personal interactions that are part
of daily life in healthcare.

Creating spaces that embrace individuality, promote
independence, and offer flexibility are instrumental for
senior living facilities. National’s solutions offer flexibility
and comfort to outfit these unique areas.
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CONFERENCE+TRAINING

EMPLOYEE SPACES

To keep up with the fast-paced, ever-changing
healthcare industry, preparedness and education
are a critical component of delivering top-notch care.
Outfit training spaces with versatile solutions such as
flip/nest tables and chairs to transform rooms quickly
and accommodate groups of all sizes.

Employee retention and recruitment is essential in today’s
healthcare facilities. Creating comfortable and welcoming
spaces for employees proves that a facility is investing in
their employees and their holistic well-being.
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CONSULTATION

Provide patients and families with that close-to-home
feeling while creating personalized spaces designed
for high performance and versatility. National’s suite
of furnishings enables facilities to create a consultation
space that’s both professional and intimate, enabling
them to better serve the complex needs of patients.

SURFACE MATERIALS

An extensive portfolio of materials are offered that
support today’s healthcare needs, including features like
moisture barriers, bleach cleanability, easy to wipe down
non-wovens, stain resistant upholsteries and those that
are suitable for use with healthcare cleanser.

NATIONAL’S PORTFOLIO INCLUDES A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS WHICH MEET
THE GOAL OF THE HEALTHIER HOSPITALS V2.1 SAFER CHEMICAL CHALLENGE.
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WELCOMING + WAITING
COMFORT VISITORS AND GUESTS

WELCOMING+
WAITING

GRIN® LOUNGE
STACCATO® OCCASIONAL TABLES
FRINGE® LOUNGE
STRASSA® TABLES
JEWEL™ SEATING
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WELCOMING + WAITING
COMFORT VISITORS AND GUESTS

A SUPPORTIVE HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT
STARTS WITH A WELL-DESIGNED ROOM.
When patients, providers, and visitors spend time in a doctor’s office
or hospital, they most likely have a lot on their minds. To help put
people at ease, each micro-environment in a healthcare facility
should offer both a way to communicate an organization’s mission
and an opportunity to promote human interactions.
At National, we understand the valuable role that furnishings play
in replicating the comforts of home while supporting sustainability,
durability, and versatility across healing spaces. From waiting rooms
and spots for private gatherings to meeting areas and recovery
nooks, we’ll help promote wellness with quality solutions at an
exceptional value.

WELI™ GUEST CHAIR
WELI™ TABLE
WELI™ SEATING COLLECTION
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOWS
WIXLER® OCCASIONAL TABLES
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WELCOMING + WAITING
COMFORT VISITORS AND GUESTS

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED.
Forget hospital drab—with National’s portfolio of healthcare solutions, it’s easy to create a welcoming space for patients and visitors
that evokes a feeling of home. Contrasting colors in fresh patterns offer pops of modern detail that make rooms feel inviting.

CONFIDE® SEATING
WALL SAVER LEGS
ADD-ON GUEST MODELS
CONTRASTING FABRICS
WOOD AND POLYURETHANE ARM CAPS

To help get the most out of a healthcare space, National’s solutions offer wall saver legs to protect vertical surfaces. Customize
seating for a room of any size by selecting products that are designed for gangability. Add style by incorporating contrasting
colors and maximize functionality with protective arm caps. Clean out features offer additional peace of mind to ensure that spaces
stay clean and inviting.

EASY CLEAN OUT FEATURE

FRINGE ® SEATING COLLECTION
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WELCOMING + WAITING
COMFORT VISITORS AND GUESTS

SWIFT™ LOUNGE
UNIVERSAL PULL-UP TABLES
WHIMSY® IMPROMPTU SEATING
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOWS
HOBSEN™ LOUNGE
TELLARO® LOUNGE
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOW
LOCHLYN™ STORAGE AND SHELVING SYSTEM
WHIMSY® IMPROMPTU SEATING
MARNIA™ OPEN BASE TABLES
TELLARO® LOUNGE
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOWS
COLLETTE® LOUNGE
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOWS
WIXLER® OCCASIONAL TABLE
IDARA™ LOUNGE
WAVEWORKS® WALL STORAGE

COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS FOR WELCOMING AND WAITING SPACES.
Create a cohesive space that is as beautiful as it is functional with National’s extensive offering of lounge furniture, tables, and
impromptu seating solutions. Arrange and rearrange these versatile furniture solutions to outfit flexible environments. These dynamic
spaces can be used for a wide variety of activities, socializing, and dining, providing a comfortable experience for the task at hand.
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ADMIN AREAS+PRIVATE OFFICES
BOOST PRODUCTIVITY

ADMIN AREAS+
PRIVATE OFFICES

WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
EXHIBIT ™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION
WEITZ™ IMPROMPTU STOOL
WHIRL™ TASK

IN THE BUSY, STRESSFUL WORLD OF
HEALTHCARE, SOMETIMES A PEACEFUL
OFFICE CAN OFFER REFUGE.
A calm, quiet environment doesn’t only promote healing and wellness
for patients, it impacts a team of dedicated healthcare professionals,
too. From ergonomically designed seating to versatile pieces that
maximize efficiency in multi-use spaces, National’s portfolio offers
durability and functionality without sacrificing aesthetics.
Promote focus, organization, and mindfulness with artfully designed
furniture that helps each staff member feel like they’re exactly where
they’re supposed to be.

TESSERA® CASEGOODS
AURORA® EXECUTIVE
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
LAUDIO® TASK
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ADMIN AREAS+PRIVATE OFFICES
BOOST PRODUCTIVITY

WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
LAUDIO® TASK
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
LAUDIO® TASK
LAVORO® GUEST
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS (PIZAZZ™ PRODUCT MODIFICATION)
LAUDIO® TASK
VOLUTE ® SEATING (PIZAZZ™ PRODUCT MODIFICATION)
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
EXHIBIT ™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION
ESSAY® STOOLS

VORA™ TASK

WHIRL™ TASK

LAUDIO® TASK

LAVORO® TASK

MIX-IT® TASK

ENHANCE COMMUNICATION BY OFFERING
PRIVATE OFFICES AND OPEN SPACES.
Administration areas need to be highly functional and provide
organizational efficiency. National provides worksurface,
storage, filing, and seating solutions that accommodate work areas,
touch down stations, and waiting spaces. Create shared or
individual workstations that accommodate a variety of tasks so
that employees can fully engage with patients and visitors.

CONFIDE ® SEATING
CONFIDE ® OCCASIONAL TABLES
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
AURORA® SEATING
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
LAUDIO® TASK
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CONFERENCE+TRAINING
MEET AND LEARN

CONFERENCE
+TRAINING

VOLUTE ® SEATING
TESSERA® TABLES

CREATE INVITING ROOMS FOR MEETINGS, TRAINING, AND CONFERENCES.
Whether it's a quick de-briefing for staff or an in-service that spans a few days, areas for gathering need to be flexible
and comfortable. National offers modern solutions that expertly merge comfort with style to keep spaces fresh and inviting.
Neutral tones and sleek designs contribute to a calm atmosphere that fosters thinking, learning, and the sharing of ideas.
The right furniture helps promote the flow of information across a learning environment and can even impact how well a group
collaborates. National’s portfolio gives options that bring teams together, helping facilities stay competitive in today’s rapidly
evolving healthcare landscape.

WHIRL™ TASK
WAVEWORKS® FLIP/NEST TABLES
MABEL ® EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE SEATING
WAVEWORKS® TABLE
LAUDIO® SEATING
TESSERA® TABLES
TESSERA® MEDIA CREDENZA
VOLUTE ® SEATING
MIO™ COLLABORATIVE TABLE
ESSAY® SEATING
WAVEWORKS® FLIP/NEST TABLES
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CONFERENCE+TRAINING
MEET AND LEARN

JIMINY® NESTING CHAIRS
WAVEWORKS® FLIP/NEST TABLES (PIZAZZ™ PRODUCT MODIFICATION)
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CONSULTATION
ENHANCE COMMUNICATION

CONSULTATION

FRINGE ® LOUNGE
FOOTINGS™ COLLABORATIVE TABLE
JEWEL™ SEATING
JIMINY® NESTING CHAIRS
WAVEWORKS® TABLES
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CONSULTATION
ENHANCE COMMUNICATION

STRASSA® COLLABORATIVE TABLE
LAVORO® STOOLS
MIO™ COLLABORATIVE TABLE
VOLUTE ® SEATING
EPIC ® CASEGOODS
LAVORO® TASK
LAVORO® GUEST
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
EXHIBIT ™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION
MIX-IT® TASK
JEWEL™ SEATING

IN THE MOMENTS WHEN WORDS CAN MATTER MOST, YOU NEED A SPACE THAT’S BOTH
INTIMATE AND PROFESSIONAL.
Whether consulting with a patient, family members, or colleagues, it helps to have a room that reflects professionalism and sincerity
with every interaction. Multi-use solutions that maximize comfort can make a one-on-one interaction feel cozy instead of clinical,
while allowing enough room to add a few more people without overcrowding. National’s evolving collection offers pieces that help
discussions flourish, especially at times when sharing information is critical.

DELGADO® SEATING COLLECTION

FOOTINGS™ COLLABORATIVE TABLES

VORA™ TASK
WAVEWORKS® TABLE
WAVEWORKS® STORAGE
EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION
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CAFÉ+DINING
GATHER, VISIT, AND DINE

CAFÉ+DINING

CINCH® SEATING
WAVEWORKS® TABLES
FRINGE ® SEATING
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CAFÉ+DINING
RECHARGE AND RELAX

CREATE A PLACE TO GATHER AND FUEL UP FOR CARE AND RECOVERY.
Café and dining spaces accommodate a wide variety of guests. From concerned visitors to patients who have gained a bit more
mobility, to hospital staff grabbing a bite between shifts, National’s collection of dining furnishings creates an environment for
consuming meals that’s centered on wellness—for both body and mind.
Versatile seating arrangements promote accessibility and invite intimate conversations or larger gatherings, making space for a
comforting conversation between friends or the camaraderie of sharing a meal with coworkers after a busy day. National’s dining
solutions are durable and stylish, creating the perfect environment to bring people together.

GRIN® GUEST
STRASSA® COLLABORATIVE TABLES
GRIN® STOOL
WAVEWORKS® TABLES
GRIN® GUEST
WAVEWORKS® TABLE
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
TAG® SEATING
FOOTINGS™ TABLE
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS
JEWEL™ SEATING
WAVEWORKS® TABLES
FRINGE® LOUNGE

WEITZ™ IMPROMPTU STOOL
WAVEWORKS® TABLES
STRASSA® TABLE
FRINGE® LOUNGE
UNIVERSAL TABLES
ADMIRE® SEATING COLLECTION
RENO® LOUNGE SEATING

FRINGE ® LOUNGE COLLECTION

UNIVERSAL TABLES

ARALDO™ SEATING

HOBSEN™ SEATING COLLECTION

JEWEL™ SEATING COLLECTION

STRASSA® COLLABORATIVE TABLES

FRINGE ® LOUNGE COLLECTION

WHIMSY® IMPROMPTU SEATING
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SENIOR LIVING
PROMOTE INDEPENDENCE

SENIOR LIVING
IDARA™ LOUNGE MID BACK
MARNIA™ TABLE
UNIVERSAL PULL-UP TABLE
®
WAVEWORKS WALL STORAGE
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SENIOR LIVING
PROMOTE INDEPENDENCE

COLLETTE ® LOUNGE
UNIVERSAL PULL-UP TABLE
WHIMSY® IMPROMPTU SEATING
HOBSEN™ LOUNGE
LOCHLYN™ WALL SHELVES
TESSERA® STORAGE

SENIOR LIVING SPACES CRAVE VERSATILITY THAT SUPPORTS AN ACTIVE LIFESTYLE.
When designing for senior living communities, it’s important to create a space that supports resident purpose and meaningful engagement.
Many of those residing in senior living settings are tech savvy, enjoy an active lifestyle, and desire variety in their daily lives. A well-designed
common area that is casual, warm, and inviting brings residents together, giving the opportunity to socialize with other residents, friends,
and family.
“Spending time with the residents to understand their desires and expectations upfront is key to a successful project. The goal in the end is
to create a space that feels like home.” Jane M. Rohde - AIA, FIIDA, ASID, ACHA, CHID, LEED AP BD+C, GGA-EB, Principal of JSR Associates

MYRIAD™ TABLES
WELI™ HIGH BACK LOUNGE
WELI™ OTTOMAN
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SENIOR LIVING
PROMOTE INDEPENDENCE

TIMBERLANE™ GUEST SEATING
FLOURISH® TABLE
WAVEWORKS® CASEGOODS

SUPPORT ACTIVE RESIDENTS WITH SPACES FOR SOCIALIZING.

DELGADO® SEATING
TESSERA® CASEGOODS

Encourage interaction by offering environments that accommodate a wide variety of activities. These social spaces play a vital role
in engagement and well-being. By creating spaces that support their needs with a variety of comfortable options, facilities provide
home-like environments that optimize independence, allowing residents to have options, ultimately supporting their wellness.

TELLARO® LOUNGE
WIXLER® OCCASIONAL TABLE
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOWS
ELOQUENCE ® SEATING
ELOQUENCE ® OCCASIONAL TABLES
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOW

With National’s portfolio of solutions, we offer the right furniture for the spectrum of healing, from versatile pieces that support
the comfort and mobility of residents to economical additions that enable maximization of space.

GATHER, DINE, CONNECT, AND INTERACT.
Furniture that creates opportunities for gathering and encourages
visitors to interact is essential in designing a facility that supports
the entire care experience. Within senior living facilities, areas that
evoke home-like feelings and create comfortable and welcoming
environments add to residents’ well-being. Not only do these spaces
encourage interactions between residents, they create a welcoming
ambiance that encourages visitors to join in on activities and interact
with residents.

HOBSEN™ LOUNGE
HOBSEN™ OTTOMAN
TESSERA® TABLE
LOCHLYN™ STORAGE AND SHELVING SYSTEM
ACQUAINT® SEATING
WAVEWORKS® TABLES
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EMPLOYEE SPACES
INVEST IN WELL-BEING

EMPLOYEE
SPACES

STRASSA® TABLES
WEITZ™ IMPROMPTU STOOLS
TESSERA® TABLE
WAVEWORKS® STORAGE

ATTRACT AND RETAIN EMPLOYEES WITH
BEAUTIFUL SPACES.
Employee satisfaction is essential within care facilities. Creating
an environment that is conducive to employee happiness is one
of the best ways to increase productivity. Providing comfortable
and flexible spaces can combat burnout by offering areas that
rejuvenate employees.
By offering an opportunity to reduce stress and de-focus, these
dynamic spaces are designed to accommodate interactions as
well as provide areas that give employees the option to focus
or recharge. Fostering a healthy culture can improve employee
retention and recruitment with workers that are engaged,
committed, and feel appreciated

HOBSEN™ LOUNGE
LOCHLYN™ STORAGE AND SHELVING SYSTEM
TELLARO® LOUNGE
MARNIA™ TABLES
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOWS
TOSS™ BEAN BAG
LOCHLYN™ STORAGE AND SHELVING SYSTEM
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RECHARGE AND RELAX

UNIVERSAL PULL-UP TABLE
COLLETTE ® LOUNGE
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOWS
WAVEWORKS® STORAGE AND WALL STORAGE
WIXLER® OCCASIONAL TABLE
HOBSEN™ LOUNGE AND OTTOMAN
WHIMSY® IMPROMPTU TABLE AND SEATING
IDARA™ LOUNGE
TOSS™ ACCENT PILLOW
WAVEWORKS® STORAGE
LOCHLYN™ WALL SHELVES
TOSS™ BEAN BAG
WAVEWORKS® STORAGE
TESSERA® WALL PANEL
LOCHLYN™ WALL SHELF AND WALL CUBE
IDARA™ LOUNGE
MARNIA™ OPEN BASE TABLE
WHIMSY® IMPROMPTU SEATING
WAVEWORKS® WALL STORAGE
TESSERA® STORAGE
LOCHLYN™ WALL SHELF
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SURFACE MATERIALS
DURABLE AND CLEANABLE

HIGH PERFORMANCE SURFACE MATERIALS TO MEET FACILITY DEMANDS.
National has an extensive portfolio of materials that support today’s healthcare needs. We offer seating fabrics that feature moisture
barriers, bleach cleanability, and easy to wipe down non-wovens. Our offering also includes stain resistant upholsteries and those that are
suitable for use with healthcare cleansers.
National’s wood finishes can withstand cleaning solutions that include bleach (10%), hydrogen peroxide (Virox), alcohol (CaviWipes, hand
sanitizers), quaternary ammonium compounds (Virex, Ecolab A-456 II, Lysol), and phenols (Wex-cide) when they are used in accordance
with the manufacturer’s label instructions. This protection offers peace of mind that encompasses a wide range of environments.
Tables that feature solid surface tops, such as Corian®, are ideal in healthcare spaces. These surfaces are seamless, providing a solid
surface that does not allow germs to penetrate the surface or joints where materials come together.

ON THE COVER
WELI™ SEATING
WELI™ TABLES
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